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In the preceding chapters I have reviewed,some :ff the 
skills that were significantly modified during what Merlin 
called the episodic stage. During this period, which began 
lasted until genus Homo first appeared (ca. 2.5 mya), the 
gradually attained the capacity to convert perceptual and m,otor e 
into meaningful units of experience. Attention, no longer restrict<; 
moment-to-moment window on the world, could widen and take ill. 
and more details, compare them with stored memories, and do.5 . 
longer intervals of time. Rather than being bound by instinct to f _.·· 
to parallel-perceived stimuli with parallel-coordinated responses, pri 
could at times use their widened window of attention to observe .s 
enfolding events and respond to them with serially ordered action ' 
window metaphor is especially appropriate, since it was their acute 
perceptual system that provided our primate ancestors, both in thei 
real and their terrestrial habitat, with their most reliable environ 
information. 

Being social animals, primates had additional skills, such as t 
of mind, mind reading, and empathy, plus a variety of gestures and 
used to convey their wishes and emotions. It was upon these social 
that more discriminative forms of communication were later built/ 
tations that ushered in the mimetic stage and with it genus Ho 
the Paleolithic era. Donald's (2007b) apt neologism, "mindsharin, 
plies mutatis mutandis to all four of his stages: to prehuman primaf, 
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well as to archaic and modern humans, to unintentional signs, such as 
gaze and emotive facial expressions, and to intentional signs, such as 
gesture, speech, and writing. 

That the evolution of mindsharing should have culminated in lan
guage was not, however, a foregone conclusion 6 mya when our branch 
separated from the main primate stem. It did happen, but when that 
enhanced mindsharing first began and what it was like remain matters 
of ongoing controversy. Before I sketch out some of the arguments in the 
contemporary debate, I must report that in the battle between those who 
favor a sudden leap from nonlanguage to true language and those who 
favor a gradualist account, the latter seem to have turned the tide. As the 
preceding chapters indicate, my own view oflanguage is that it is a me
dium not merely capable of expressing nonverbal cognitive processes, 
but it is itself the expression of these processes. Accordingly, verbal arti
facts, or poems (broadly defined), are able to provide glimpses into the 
nonverbal embodied mind because they are themselves the consummate 
instruments of that mind. 

In this fifth chapter, I will examine the forms of communication 
that, most evolutionary anthropologists assume, preceded the form that 
all humans throughout the world now use-full language with its exten
sive lexicon and rule-governed syntax. After outlining some counterfac
tual scenarios in order to demonstrate how un-inevitable language evolu
tion was, I survey some of the recent theories that try to describe the 
minimal level of communication that a highly social, tool-making, hunt
ing/gathering genus of primates would require. While continuing to use 
expressive vocalization, this pre-language would have expanded the store 
of manual gestures far beyond that of modern apes. 

I then consider protolanguage, the symbolic code of syntax-less speech 
composed of clearly articulated phonemes that many assume had to have 
been a transitional phase between pre-language and full language. When 
protolanguage and, later, full language emerged, these retained features 
of the prelinguistic system, deploying that older repertoire of voice and 
gesture as paralanguage to convey a broad range of affective states and 
semantic nuances. Those primitive elements continue to accompany 
speech and, as I will suggest in my next chapter, have become embedded 
in the medium of literature and to a special degree in poetry, providing 
it With its traditionally recognized structures. 
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Why Language? 

The evolutionary process builds on the structures already in place. 
innovation is called for, it is these structures that must be adaptedi 
what those innovations turn out to be can never be predicted by si: 
examining those preexistent structures. The proverbial Martian ob{ 
had he been present, would have found the hominid turn toward 
articulated language as one such unforeseeable innovation. So, l~s 
fall back into that old assumption that all the changes that led thi{ 
apes to become erect, hairless, fire-taming, flint knappers inevitabljk 
minated in language, I will offer three brief thought experiments. 
imagine that, following the evolutionary spurt that led to genus 
some 2.5 mya, this new genus did not expand its territory or launch 
migrations that brought it into Asia and Europe. Instead, this genus, a 
2 mya, proceeded to carve out several conservative niches for itself oil 
African continent. Then imagine these three alternative niches occu 
by three separately evolved species: 

1. Homo avis, or "Bird Man." After half a million years of scaveng' 
on the open savannas, fighting off hyenas and running from big, c 
some early humans returned to the trees. There, they wove nests 
walkways high in the forest canopy. Their arms again grew longer t~ 
their legs. They lived in families of from 10 to about 15 persons. Tg 
tools were wooden. They ate nuts, fruits, and birds' eggs, the latter gi 
ered from a species of birds that they had successfully domestica( 
Their physical contact with other families was rare and for mating · 
poses only. When they communicated, they used a sort of vocalise, tri!.l 
melodic phrases that signified a very brief number of events, such as.·. 
sighting of snakes or eagles, or changes in the weather. 

2. Homo fodens, or "Mole Man." These hominids devised tools td4 
underground burrows, where they lived in large communities of up' 
200 persons. For food they ate termites, rodents, and roots. They even 
ally learned to farm large insect grubs. Without light, they were fo 
tionally blind, but their ears were relatively large and able to be directi ·' 
ally twitched to pick up the narrow range of sounds transmitted in th·• 
subterranean habitat. When they approached one another in their cot· 
dors, they recognized kin by smell and could communicate intentions 
touch. 

3- Homo aquaticus, or "Merman." This species moved from the gr 
lands to the shores of rivers and lakes and became powerful swimm 

0~ 

whose speed was enhanced by loss of body hair, while layers of subcuta
neollS fat helped them retam heat in chill waters. They fed largely on fish, 

0
u11sks, and wetland tubers. They congregated in herds and came to 

~ d only to sun themselves and mate. Their communication was through 
;;plays of dominance and submission. 

of the three species, only the last (minus the walrus traits) resembles 
a scenario that has been seriously proposed. First enunciated by the ma
rine biologist Alister Hardy (1960) and promoted thereafter by the writer 
Elaine Morgan, this was proposed as a phase through which our African 
forebears passed on their way to becoming Homo sapiens. Though the 
"aquatic ape theory," as it is called, has not been widely espoused, a num
ber of evolutionary thinkers, including Frans de Waal, Daniel Dennett, 
and Richard Dawkins, have declined to rule out the slim possibility that 
hominid evolution may have included this phase. 

Had our remote ancestors taken the evolutionary branch in the road 
that led to any of these three "what-if" scenarios, it is unlikely that they 
would have developed the communicative skills associated with language. 
They would not have needed to do so. "Bird Man" would have lived in a 
restrictive space and in such small units that a mere handful of gestures 
and a minimum of sounds would have sufficed to exchange intentions. 
Blind "Mole Man's" habitat would also have lacked the variety of input 
that would require a large vocabulary. In such straightened circumstances 
there would be little opportunity-or need-to plan or coordinate activity 
(as for communal grub farming, that could be automatized, as is the aphid 
farming of ants). Finally, "Merman," who would hunt in small groups 
swimming below the surface, would be unable to utter vocal sounds un
derwater or engage in gestural discourse much beyond facial signals and 
finger pointing. 

The consensus scenario, of course, is still the one in which hominid 
apes, probably the Australopithecines (ca. 4-2 mya), descended from the 
trees and ventured further and further out into the open grasslands that 
appeared at the close of the Pliocene epoch. Their descendants, from 
Homo habilis to Homo erectus, became omnivores with an increasing ap
petite for meat and the quick energy it afforded. For this they came to 
depend on the skill of hunters who had learned to work together, share 
their kill, and bring back portions to share with the women and children. 
This is classified as the Lower Paleolithic Age (ca. 2.5 mya to 100,000 

B.P.), which Merlin Donald has called the mimetic stage, a time when 
humans developed and transmitted to their young such technical skills 
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as botanical lore, tool making, hunting methods, and other forms 
tural knowledge. Since the survival of the group depended on a 
oflabor and its material benefits, natural selection favored good co 
nicators (Mameli, 2001). 

Nature, already the mother of necessity, thereupon became the 
mother of invention. But why this invention? The two most plausi 
swers to that question are (1) to share object informatiQn and (2) toC 
social information. Of course, now we use language to do both 
sume that both were important factors in human cultural evolutio 
which of the two ·needs most drove the development of the first fof 
human communication? 

If we consider object information as the primary purpose, v{ 
link signs, be they gestural or vocal, to those sets of visual feat 
carry about in our brains to identify a perceived object as the tok 
type. This capacity, which we share with mammals generally, is the 
of that rich set of skills we know as "imagination." Our prehuman : 
tors had undoubtedly used this mental imagery in parsing their im 
ate environments, but early humans found a new use for them: they 
move these whole images or sets of features about and connect .th~' 
various ways to generate oftline cognition, i.e., thought. Eventuallr, 
would find ways to translate this mental pictography into separate' 
lures and/or sounds and for the first time converse with others ab 
jects in the absence of those objects. Once they had mastered this po 
tool, humans could come together to plan for the future. j; 

There was a problem, though, a social problem. The first serf 
object information ever communicated was likely to have been a li~ 
cording to "Machiavellian primate politics," only seeing is believi · 
information concerning absent events should not be trusted (De· ... 
1982). By contrast, involuntary emotional indices, relatively hard tofj 
are much more believable than facilely transmitted signs. As 
Dickinson wrote, "Men do not sham convulsion, / Nor simulate at 
But if one's audience always demanded instant verification and 
credit always required such immediate emotional collateral, an infor 
could never, as Chris Knight (1998) put it, "refer to phenomena bej( 
the current context of here-and-now perceptible reality" and could n;. 
"express a fantasy, elaborate a narrative or specify with precision a c: 
plex thought." We have obviously learned to do so, but if no one S 
"suspend disbelief even momentarily" (Knight, 1998:82), language· 
its artifacts, including the poetry of Emily Dickinson, would have pr. 
an absolute impossibility. 
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Despite what lingering primate reservations they may have had, our 
ncestors did learn to communicate through gestures and sounds be

~ause in their expanded environments they needed to communicate 
their whereabouts, intentions, and perceptions, so those best able to share 
truthful information were most likely to survive and pass on to others 
this useful trait. Prelinguistic mindsharing helped everyone. Sharing the 
knowledge of how to harden a spear point with fire or the news about 
what lay ahead on the path would be, like sharing food or physical labor, 
an investment that would be reciprocated by others within the group. 
Likewise, if one failed to reciprocate a gift of food or assistance or refused 
to share information, this action would have been, like stealing or lying, 
an item of information that also needed to be shared with others. Though 
an offense may have been committed against only one individual, any 
antisocial act threatened the solidarity of the group and its revelation was 
yet another motive for information exchange. 

The evolutionary path to language required a level of solidarity that 
Chris Knight (1998) has called "intense ingroup trust." Only when indi
viduals came to recognize that their own survival depended on their 
group's survival could mindsharing codes be created and maintained. 
Since "ingroups" presuppose the existence of"outgroups," any sign-system 
maintained within one group would operate as a secret code, not readily 
shared with other groups. This followed from the probability that early 
hunter-gatherer societies, like some still surviving, lived relatively isolated 
from one another within geographically small linguistic communities. 

The fossil record tells us that, over the millennia since the human 
genus first appeared (ca. 2-5 mya), human communities grew in popula
tion numbers and, as they did, so also did the human brain grow in size. 
The prehuman Australopithecus had a brain about the size of a chim
panzee, Homo erectus had one almost the size of ours, and, according to 
some estimates, the median size of Neanderthal brains exceeded our 
median by as much as 100 cubic centimeters. According to Robin Dun
bar, this increase was a response to individuals' need to manage social 
relationships. Citing current primate ape population density data (e.g., 
chimps live in groups of about fifty), the fossil evidence, and current hu
man populations, he and his colleagues have estimated that Homo erec
tus groups comprised an average of m persons who knew and regularly 
interacted with one another. The number of archaic Homo sapiens was 
131, Neanderthals, 144; for modern humans, Homo sapiens sapiens, it was 
and still is approximately 150 (Aiello and Dunbar, 1993). With increased 
brain size came increased capacity-and need-for the transmission 
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and social archiving of coded thought in some linguistic, or lang
1
{ 

like, format. ' 

Like chimpanzees and preverbal infants, early hominids would ' 
first used signs to get others to do what they wanted-to give them ri 
ishment, warmth, comfort, protection, etc.-in the here and now. y' 
manipulative wishes would be mediated by facial and manual ge;{ 
and accented by emotive vocalizations. As hominid societies grad 
transitioned from hierarchical structures dominated by -alpha ma! 
egalitarian systems of hunter-gatherers, they found that informa 
exchange, a new kind ·of mindsharing, could strengthen ingroupt' 
and convert sign sending from a potential instrument of deceptiont 
instrument designed to unmask deceivers and castigate cheaters, ho' 
ers, free riders, and other abusers of communal trust. As a pressing' 
tive for communication, gossip became a practice that was to drive:i 
subsequent evolution of both moral and linguistic codes. Unlike si 
behavior manipulation, gossip would require participants to form re 
sentations of past events, empathize with the aggrieved, condemn" 
wrongdoer, and admire the skillful, strong, and generous. This for _·. 
social discourse, the ur-form of narrative, might have used indexical 
tures to draw attention to third parties when visibly present, but itw 
also need symbolic signs, prelinguistic proper nouns of some sort, 
tural or vocal, to identify these persons in their absence. Gossip, as Ro 
Dunbar (1996) reminds us, continues to be a means of regulating 
behavior of antisocial individuals and of preserving social cohesion am_8 
the disapprovers.1 

The need to share both object information and social informaf 
must have strongly motivated the development of early forms of comrµ 
nication. Though distinct from one another, each kind of informatioh: 
rooted in the perceptual here and now. Object information derives fr 
object recognition, that instant when a mental image matches up w{ 
an actual visual percept, and social information is enacted in the form 
a plea, an offer, a command, a threat, etc., within an actual situatio ·· 
context. Though anchored in the perceptual present, both kinds of in 
mation also rely on long-term memory. Object information relies ort 
mantic memory to verify sensory input, while social information rel 
on episodic memory, albeit generalized, to determine to whom one 
safely direct a plea, offer, command, etc. 

As online knowledge, these two kinds of information provide art 
dividual with the possibility of thought, examples of which, if verbalii, ' 
might be "Ah, this is an egg (not a stone)" or "I can be protected by 
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(because she doesn't like him)." It was as o.ffline knowledge, however, that 
these two kinds of mformation had to have most challenged the cogm
tive powers of prelinguistic humans. Thinking and then sharing such 
knowledge with others in order to survive in an uncertain environment 
required them to take their knowledge of the present, in which all things 
exist in parallel, and transpose it to some absent world in which only se
rial events are thinkable-a temporal once, a spatial elsewhere, and a 
temporal not-yet. Both social and object information could now be shared 
as a communal archive of cautionary tales, useful in curbing deviant 
behavior and promoting virtue and also as a broader narrative of ances
tors, culture heroes, gods, and personified powers of nature that in the 
present inhabit the spatial elsewhere. Projected into the temporal not
yet, mindsharing took the form of planning, the essential human activ
ity that the Greeks personified as Prometheus, god of foresight and maker 
of mankind. 

Evolutionary scientists, when they speculate on early hominid cul
ture and its role in the emergence oflanguage, often speak of object in
formation in terms of foraging and ecological know-how and of social 
information in terms of interpersonal trust and the intelligence required 
to manage complex divisions oflabor. Derek Bickerton (2002) expressed 
his view that the advocates of social intelligence had overstepped the 
bounds of evidence when they claimed that language emerged as an ef 
feet of social intelligence: no, it was language that had been itself the 
cause of social intelligence. Any pre-language would have emerged out of 
an absolute need to know the nonhuman environment, e.g., available food 
sources and the dangers posed by predators. Information exchanges, ac
cording to Bickerton, "need not have been monomodal, nor need their 
units have been arbitrary in the Saussurean sense. Directional gestures 
With the hand, accompanied by the imitation of the noise of a mammoth, 
could easily have been interpreted as meaning 'Come this way, there's a 
dead mammoth"' (2002:219). 

But Bickerton's example of ecological intelligence fails to disprove the 
social intelligence hypothesis. While it is true that simply knowing how 
to behave in a socially appropriate way may not have been as urgently 
needed as locating a scavenged slab of mammoth, those two needs, rather 
than opposed, are here quite complementary. Using an indexical sign 
(pointing) and an iconic sign (the imitated bellow) to communicate that 
lllarnmoth meat is available would have been a behavior that preserved 
hominid social solidarity through a sharing of resources, which after ali 
Would have been the only purpose of this communication. If sharing 
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social information had not been an overriding moral obligation, th 
ject information that Bickerton here describes would simply not 
been transmitted. 2 If we apply a dyadic analysis to Bickerton's exa 
we can place object information in the central figural position, sine' 
both groups of scavengers the physical fact of the dead beast was tli 
cus of the message. But in the peripheral position, the transmission' 
grounded-surrounded, as it were-by the general understandin~l 
the community should share the benefit from this find.,. · ,V 

From Pre-Language to Protolanguage and Beyond 

Having outlined the two most likely motives for communication/ 
opted for the social intelligence hypothesis as the more comprehensi 
the two, I will piece together a narrative beginning at the close Q 
Pliocene epoch (5.3-2.6 mya). Though cooler and less stable thari 
preceding Miocene epoch, the Pliocene climate had been warmer 
moister than it is now, but by its close an irregular trend had alrea · 
in. In Africa, forests began to shrink, and grasslands and patches of 
ert appeared. Australopithecus, the bipedal genus of hominid ape 
had evolved in the middle of the Pliocene, was still holding its own,J 
peting with other carnivores for food along the wooded borders of th · 
vannas. Unlike the older-evolved quadrupedal and tripedal apes, 
faces were lowered when walking, Australopithecines would have 
able to make eye contact and meaningful facial and manual gest · 
while actively navigating this new environment (MacWhinney, 2004). 

A major split in the hominid lineage occurred at the close of the · 
cene and at the onset of a new geological period, the Pleistocene ep, 
Some Australopithecine stock apparently returned to the forest . 
through natural selection, adapted their jaws for crushing nuts, roots,'' 
the occasional scavenged bone. These became the Paranthropus g~ 
The other Australopithecines stayed in the competition for herd ,. 
mals, gradually reduced the size of their teeth and the power oftheirja 
and learned to fashion stones into hand axes to serve as external te 
with which to split and crush the food they found. These eventli< 
formed a new genus, Homo, the earliest identified species of which~ 
been called Homo habilis (2.5-1.4 mya), succeeded by the related spec\ 
Homo ergaster (1.9-1.4 mya) and Homo erectus (1.8-0.2 mya). Being ( 
makers, these species have been designated the first human homi • 
and, to the extent that serial (sequential) aptitude is preadaptive for 
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fllation exchange, may have been the first to string together signs, ges
al and/or vocal, to communicate their thoughts. 

tar f . . b As I have noted, Bickerton's example o the commumcat10n etween 
avengers on the open grasslands uses a visual index and an auditory 

sc As an indexical sign, pointing is a typically human gesture. Though 
1con. . 

me chimps in captivity have learned to do so, no other ammal can use 
so d' . I h interpret the pointing gesture as a way to 1rect attention e sew ere. 
~\ke that visual index, the auditory icon directs the perceiver's attention 
not to the sign sender or to some actually bellowmg mammoth but to a 
wammoth that, in this context, is no longer dangerously ahve. Though 
language would utilize symbolic signs in the form of arbitrary, conven
tional vocal sounds, the pre-language of early hunter-gatherers must 
have featured a bimodal repertoire of indexical and iconic signs adequate 
to the needs of Paleolithic society for over a million years before fully 

symbolic signs were devised. 
Up until the 1990s it was assumed that Homo erectus and related spe

cies, Jacking true language, could not plan big game hunts but had to de
pend instead OI) scavenging carcasses left by larger predators. They were, 
it was thought, clever bipedal omnivores that, armed only with clubs and 
sharpened hand axes, roamed in packs, like their main competitors, the 
hyenas. According to this scenario, it was not until anatomically modern 
humans, Homo sapiens sapiens, evolved (200,000-160,000 B.P.) that 
hunts could be adequately planned and executed, first with the aid of an 
advanced protolanguage, later with a fully grammatical language. 

This view, however, had to be reevaluated when in 1995 Hartmut 
Thieme uncovered and identified seven wooden spears in Schoningen, 
Germany. Their examination of this find led researchers to infer that 
these finely crafted, balanced, aerodynamic throwing spears, strati
graphically dated ca. 400,000 years ago, were manufactured for hunting 
parties to use on large game, such as horses, the bones of which were 
found among these artifacts. If some form of symbolic communication 
Was necessary to coordinate such hunts, Homo erectus or some related 
species, such as Homo h.eidelbergensis, had to have used some sort of pre
or protolinguistic code a good 200,000 years before our own subspecies 
evolved in Africa. This archaeological find further suggests that Acheu
lian blades, the bifacial design of which seems not to have changed over 
1.5 million years, were principally used to sharpen other, less durable 
lllaterials (e.g., wood and bone) and that the latter constituted the pri
rnary raw material for these craftsmen (Mithen, 1996:96). Lest we think 
of pre-Homo sapiens sapiens humans as lurching about, grunting, and 
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otherwise killing time until we nimble, fast-talking cave painters 
issued forth from Africa some 90,000 to 70,000 years ago, we shouC 
forget that it was Homo erectus that undertook the first great huma · 
gration that by LS mya had brought our genus from Africa throng 
and into Europe, venturing as far north as the British Isles (Wade, 
To have survived for 1-5 million years in a multitude of climates a 
rains, they must have had the capacity to work together_ to achieve 
objectives. For this, communication skills would have been required 

When anatomically modern humans appeared in East Africa 2.0 

years ago and began to spread, they were but one of several ho mini-·• 
des then inhabiting that continent. When by 90,000 years ago a gto 
population of Homo sapiens sapiens began expanding into the 
East, into southern and east Asia, northward through the Caucasu 
by 45,000 years ago into southern Siberia and Europe, they encoun" 
older human species, offshoots, like themselves, of Homo erectus. N 
among these was Homo neanderthalensis, a species that had first b 
adapted to life in Ice Age western Asia and Europe. The newcome 
doubt had other skills that proved them superior to this and other 
species, but most advantageous among these must have been fluenti 
tactically sophisticated language. 

Paleoanthropologists have come to refer to our subspecies as 
sapiens sapiens to differentiate it from the less advanced "archaic" 
sapiens, which, as some maintain, may have included Homo neande, 
ensis and Homo heidelbergensis. This new subspecies to which all l' 
humans now trace their genetic origins had a vocal apparatus a_ 
produce a wide range of distinct consonants and vowels as well as th, -
tor control able to do so with prodigious speed. Moreover, its perce 
and information processing capacities were equal to the task of d' 
guishing the meaningful elements in this cascade of sound. Even," 
older species, such as the Neanderthals, had vocal language, they -
never have communicated among themselves at the speed, not to 
tion the semantic and syntactical precision, of Homo sapiens sapiens.:! 

But if so, what sort of pre-language and protolanguage could), 
sapient humans have possessed? Gesture, which we still fall back · 
while trying to communicate across languages, would certainly have;_ 
used, augmented by imitative sounds, as Bickerton illustrated. 'C 
gestures and sounds would, over time and within a given commu 
become "conventionalized," i.e., assume abbreviated abstract forms( 
Whinney, 2004; Burling, 2000; Corballis, 2002). If so, the proc~ 
change would resemble that demonstrated by the Greek alphabe:, 
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Canaanite/Phoenician symbols, first borrowed from iconic hieroglyphs 
[or ox, house, hook, etc., only later became fully abstracted as the Greek 
igns for alpha, beta, gamma, etc. Eventually, such gestures and sounds 

~ould have become so abstracted as to become conventional symbolic 
signs, as are almost all the words in the lexicon of every modern lan
uage.4 Still, the means needed to produce this gestural pre-language 

!ould have been less efficient than fluent speech. Gesturing would in
terrupt manual labor and could not be used in darkness, while imitative 
vocalizations, as such, would have limited referentiality unless they were 
radically abstracted, in which case they, too, would become the symbols 
of a conventional lexicon. 

This latter possibility is associated with Bickerton's early work, which 
culminated in Language Bl Species (1992). Strongly influenced by Chom
sky's "catastrophism," Bickerton declared that at some time between 

290,000 B.P. and 140,000 B.P. there occurred, "an event, presumably a 
mutation of some kind, that affected a single female living in Africa" 
(1992:165). Up until then, humans had communicated through gestures 
and sounds and eventually through an orally produced protolanguage of 
basic nouns and verbs, a pidgin, such as that still used today among 
communities that do not share the same grammatical language. As a 
consequence of this brain-changing, speciating mutation, "syntax must 
have emerged in one piece, at one time," and this woman ("Mitochon
drial Eve") and her descendants became the first members of our sub
species Homo sapiens sapiens (1992:190). Pidgin, as a language form typi
cally used to negotiate trade among strangers, stresses object information, 
a fact that may have influenced Bickerton's belief that the precursors of 
Homo sapiens were not concerned-or unable-to communicate self
reflexive social information. 

Another possible form of protolanguage, one that better fits a social 
information purpose, is the formulaic hypothesis that Alison Wray 
(1998) has proposed according to which early speakers (from H. erectus to 
archaic H. sapiens) communicated among themselves in single, semanti
cally unsegmented phrases, which she has called "holistic," or "formu
laic," utterances.5 Rather than suppose a system of separate sounds repre
senting separate agents, actions, and objects, Wray envisages a simpler 
form aimed at conveying social information alone-i.e., getting others to 
do, or not do, specified actions. This protolanguage may have been the 
behavior that, as Dunbar (1996) argued, would have taken the place of 
Prilhate social grooming as a means of maintaining peaceful relation
ships among group members. At any rate, we modern humans have 
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inherited this universally practiced discourse genre from some anc.i 
source. Consider, for example, the function of some of our own form11 
phrases: "Beg pardon," "How do you do?" "My pleasure," "You're 
come," and "Take care." These idiomatic phrases cannot be broken dct 
into component parts or grammatically altered. Knowing what pat 
pleasure, welcome, and care mean as separate words does not help us 
derstand the meaning of these social formulae, nor .can we preserve 
function of "How do you do?" if we transpose this greet,ing to 'anof 
tense or person (e.g., "How did you do?" "How do I do?" or "How Wili 
have done?"). · \i 

This protolanguage would have been accompanied by gestures•i 
situational contexts, but there would be no grammatical context: ''!, 

utterance," according to Wray, "would have been stand-alone, and de· 
of any internal structure." To illustrate her theory, she imagines the u 
ance "mabu" as used to mean keep away; "madu" to mean take the s 
"mebita" to mean give her the food; and "ikatube" to mean give me thefi ' 
Beyond such social-interactive communications there would be not 
sayable, perhaps nothing even thinkable. "There would be no referen 
description for its own sake (this is a tree; the tree is tall)" (1998:51). f' 
would be no way to say "the world looks lovely tonight or I wonder if it' 
rain tomorrow or it wasn't like that in my day" (Wray, 1998:51-52, aut)f 
emphasis). 

For language to have grammatical, rule-governed context and 1.lt 
ances to have internal structure, vocal sounds would have to bet 
mented into individual words, and rules would have to be devised to 
range these units in patterns that meaningfully reflect the percef 
actions and relations of objects in the world. Why, after perhaps .a 
lion years of speaking holistic protolanguages, should some comm 
ties of genus Homo have begun to insert single, functionally diffe 
vocal signs into their speech? Unless at this point one opts for gen 
mutation, one is likely to continue the search for an adaptationist ans 
to this adaptationist question: What sort of selective pressures mi 
have led some humans to modify their linguistic medium? 

In 2007, Wray, in collaboration with George W. Grace, proposed• 
elegantly simple answer to that question. Language has two diffe 
uses: one is to ease everyday social interactions among family mem •· 
and close associates (esoteric language); the other is to exchange o 
information and negotiate with outsiders (exoteric language). Es 
language, with its formulaic commands, requests, and greetings,· 
and still is, the "natural default setting for human language" (2007'$' 
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111 communities that, a million years ago, rarely exceeded 120 members 
(Dunbar's estimate) and rarely, if ever, engaged with other communities, 
esoteric language would have been the only form ever spoken. Each hu
!llan community would constitute what Talmy Giv6n has termed a "soci
ety of intimates, where all generic information is shared" and, therefore, 
communication would be "about the immediate context, where all spe
cific information is shared" (1979:297). It also follows that early commu
nicative systems could be used as an argot for the purposes of "conspira
torial whispering" in the presence of outsiders (Knight, 1998). Until 
some other linguistic means could be devised, whenever members of 
different inward-facing communities did meet, their only available lin
gua franca would still have to be indexical and iconic gestures. 

On the other hand, "exoteric communication is outward-facing and 
conducted with strangers" (Wray and Grace, 2007:551), and, to avoid mis
understandings, it must be as transparent as possible. To accomplish 
this, speakers would have to treat utterances as though these could be 
meaningful when detached from ingroup knowledge and from any spe
cific situational context that may have prompted them. Such utterances 
would have to use sounds-i.e., words-that could be autonomous and 
interpretable in isolation (555). Such requirements would lead to the in
vention of rules that allow speakers to refer to temporally displaced, con
ditional, counterfactual, and as-if mental spaces, domains that no holis
tic protolanguage could ever access. 

Wray's theory presents some other interesting implications for the 
emergence and extraordinary success of our own species. Communities 
of H. sapiens sapiens and possibly other related species grew in popula
tion and became acquainted with one another (traded, intermarried, en
gaged in cooperative ventures). For this they needed to use a common 
lexicon and syntax alongside their own esoteric, formulaic vernacular 
(ca. 200,000-100,000 B.P.). The more enterprising of these communi
ties took this common exoteric language with them as they ventured 
beyond their East African homeland. As they expanded their range and 
encountered scattered human communities, those indigenous people 
Were obliged to learn this new code in order to interact successfully with 
these newcomers (ca. 100,000-60,000 B.P.). 

l 
Those communities of H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis, H. neandertha

en · srs, and H. antecessor that could parley with the newcomers could form 
alliances with them in order to drive off or kill their local rivals and take 
their plant-foraging and hunting grounds. Thus, this new means of com
lllunicating not only social information but also, and most importantly, 
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object information could spread outward as items in a complex, s 
replicating meme. Those that could not learn this or any exoteric f 
guage were relegated to their inward-facing holistic protolanguage · 
over time proved unable to adopt novel ways to confront novel si_ 
tions. Whether disease, genocide, inability to compete for food, or gen_ 

TABLE 5.1 A timeline of the major human species· arid their e_vo!'' 
modes of communication 

Pliocene Epoch 

Pleistocene Epoch 
H. habi/is 

H. ergaster 

H. erectus 

1.4 mya 

ARCHAIC H. SAPIENS 

H. Tde/be,gensls 

H. neanderthalens1s 

ANATOMICALLY 
MODERN HUMANS 

H. sapiens sapiens 

2.5 mya 

2 mya 

1.5 mya 

1 mya 

500,000 bp 

200,000 bp 

100,000 bp 
5,000 bp 

EPISODIC STAGE c/ 

+ 

iconic gestures-"-

+ 

Protolanguage: sym 
holistic vocalizatio' 

+ 

MYTHIC STAGE beg;n,·,< 
(syntax & "full langua · 

+ . 
THEORETIC STAGE 

(writing) 
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assimilation were factors in their disappearance, their linguistic disad
vantage could have been crucial. 

The timeline in table 5.1 is meant to embody the major phases as 
hypothesized by the sources I have cited. The vertical lines to the left 
represent the duration of species from earliest to last appearance, but 
they are not intended to show genetic derivations. The plus signs in the 
right column indicate that these communicative features are additive, 
not substitutive. 

J will now proceed to examine more closely the properties and com
municative uses first of gestures, then of voice, and suggest that the 
transition from pre-language to protolanguage could have been exceed
ingly slow. 

Gesture: Index and Icon 

Nonhuman primates have little voluntary control over their breathing 
and vocal muscles (Hewes, 1973), so the last common ancestor (LCA) of 
humans and chimpanzees, some 6 to 7 mya, must also have lacked the 
neural wiring necessary to produce more than a few stereotyped vocal 
signals. Yet all primates are manually dexterous and manipulate objects 
using both power and precision grips. Moreover, chimpanzees, both cap
tive (nonenculturated) and wild, have been observed using from 20 to 30 

distinct manual gestures together with a number of orofacial gestures 
(Call and Tomasello, 2006). This combination of vocal deficiency and 
manual dexterity strongly favors gesture as the earliest human medium 
of communication. The gestural communication skill of H. habilis, H. 
ergaster, and H. erectus must have been vastly greater than Australopithe
cus, since their tool-enhanced hunting-gathering life on the savannas 
Would have required planning and coordinated execution. Promethean 
fire skills they had, but, more importantly, they had to have had Prome
thean forethought as well. 

There are other reasons to infer that our human ancestors relied on 
visual gesture before speech. First, the area of the left brain hemisphere 
in rnodern human and nonhuman primates that is specialized for fine 
lllotor actions overlaps with Broca's area, which in humans is specialized 
for vocal articulation. This fact has led an increasing number of neuro
scientists to speculate that speech subsequently evolved when the circuitry 
Used in fine-tuned manual tasks was replicated in the adjacent motor ar
eas that control the muscles of the larynx, tongue, and lips (Iacoboni, 
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2005; Corba!lis, 2011). Second, insofar as ontogeny is relevant top 
eny, the developing brain of an infant is capable of gestural comm 
tion months before it is able to communicate its needs through 
And third, needless to mention, when we speak, we persist in gest 
with arms, hands, lips, eyes, eyebrows, and posture, a universal b 
ioral set that suggests how deeply embedded these me~hanisms a 
our communicative toolbox. -

In the last chapter I discussed some of the ways by which the ve 
and the dorsal visual streams determine our species-specific uni 
While the actual physical environment exerts an overriding influen 
the evolution of any animal's neuronal structure, each species, with 
own biological niche, is responsible, so to speak, for customizin 
equipment. Our own human niche has been characterized by sod 
hesion, imitation, cooperation, and division of labor, traits that hav ·· 
us to pool our knowledge of the physical environment, its affordance . 
dangers. This biocultural niche, an updated version of our primate·•. 
welt, is that spatially and temporally distributed web of objects and evg 
figures and grounds, parts and wholes, and causes and effects tha 
gether compose the "world as we see it." We feel at home in this 
because it seems to conform to our internal representation of it and, ' 
this is the only world we know, it is the only world we can lrno 
share with one another. Not surprisingly, the various means we haif 
externally project this knowledge replicate the brain's visual mea,:r' 
representing this knowledge internally. Gestural or vocal, the sigrn( 
have for things represent them at the same level of abstraction as me 
images, i.e., as context-free prototypes. 

Before we can consider how we share knowledge, we need to ( 
sider how we get knowledge, and for that we must review some of the/ 
ementary principles of semiotics. To qualify as a sign an object must 
tract our sensory attention, and, since we rely most on vision to navig 
our umwelt, most signs appeal to us by their visual presence.6 When 
notice something as a sign, we turn our gaze toward it and place it in o 
central visual field, but, being "significant," its function is to refer u 
something else. 

Now imagine that one significant object is a dark globular cloud 
proaching over the horizon. I first identify it as a thundercloud and t 
ponder its possible implications-e.g., heavy rain, flash flooding, lig 
ning, brush fires, wind, falling trees, hail, etc. I have taken two rapi 
sequenced cognitive steps: I know (1) what the dark globular object loo 
like (a thundercloud) and (2) what an approaching thundercloud rn 
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bring with it (the aforesaid effects). As Terrence Deacon (1997) has ar
ued, the first step is based on my interpretation of the object as an 

g onic sign, the second on my interpretation of this icon as an indexical 
~ . 
sign. These two online cognitive acts rely on my ability to access offlme 
knowledge stored in semantic and episodic memory, but they are most 
immediately cued by the fact that I can process visual input using (1) my 
ventral visual stream to select the object from its ground and identify it 
and (2) my dorsal stream to calculate its spatial relation to myself and to 
other objects and, on that basis, assess its future implications. 

So far I have been following Deacon's semiotic analysis and treating 
icons and indices as natural signs, made such by a perceiver's interpreta
tion. But by doing so I have ignored the function of intentional signs, the 
fact that persons can, and regularly do, choose to share iconic and indexi
cal information with on another. Other persons view the world from 
vantage points other than our own, so when we want the benefit of those 
extra pairs of eyes, we consider those signs for the knowledge they may 
provide. Being allocentrically situated sources of information, other per
sons serve .somewhat as landmarks that also help orient us in space. 
Rather than plunging ahead, relying solely on egocentrically framed in
put, we stop, look for helpful sign-senders, get our bearings, and then 
move forward. 

To return to my story of the thundercloud: 
Having interpreted this phenomenon as an icon with serious indexi

cal implications, I feel socially obliged to tell others about it, but, to ac
complish this mission, I must convert these natural signs into intentional 
signs. So, when I reach the others, I will first need to attract their atten
tion. That is, I will need to become myself a significant object to them, 
and they will need to recognize me as the person they have known me to 
be, i.e., a friendly, trustworthy bearer of information (step one), and then 
they must allow me-as-signifier to turn their attention from me to my 
message (step two). Having the ability to use conventionally coded sounds 
(symbolic signs), I might begin to share my concerns by saying some
thing like: "Looks like we're in for a bad storm." 

But suppose my companions and I did not share the same language 
or lacked vocal language altogether. Assuming they could not see the 
storm cloud from their vantage point, I might have to point skyward in 
that direction (an indexical sign), then cup my hands like cumuli and 
Perhaps imitate the sounds of thunder (iconic signs). If we belonged to a 
species of prelinguistic, bipedal, highly social hunter-gatherers whose 
Well-being depended on correctly interpreting weather signs as well as 
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countless other natural phenomena, I would try to be as clear as possi. 
when conveying indices and icons. And, if our species had had sev 
million years to work out efficient means of communicating the kno 
edge necessary for it to have survived that long, I would probably lis 
sufficient means to share my weather report. <' 

Peircean semiotics can provide useful distinctions for research ' 
into the origins oflanguage, yet few have chosen to use them. Terre 
Deacon is one of the rare exceptions. As the title of his first book . 
Symbolic Species (1997), implies, modern humans (Homo sapiens sa;(' 
became fully sapient only when they developed the capacity to con . 
through the medium of speech, arbitrary, conventional signs, synta 
cally governed. He does not, however, consider the possibility that g 
turally mediated indexical and iconic signs played any preadaptive rol 
this speciating breakthrough. Instead, he treats index and icon as thou' 
they were only natural signs that appear and are interpreted but are ne\( 
consciously sent. As he characterizes them, both operate at lower levl 
of "referential competence," as mental processes that realize their co ,. 
municative potential only in the symbolic code. 

According to Deacon, the hierarchical structure crowned by spee 
has, at its lowest level, an iconic process in which one perceives an obje 
reacts to it on the basis of prior experience, and assumes that this pi;· 
cept corresponds to X or Y. This is what the vision researchers, cited i 
the last chapter, term object recognition, a match-up between a visual 
perceived object and the mental image type that corresponds to it.7 l\. 
his example of an icon, Deacon describes a bird on a tree branch and,' 
moth whose camouflage design allows it to melt into the bark pattern¢ 
the trunk: the bird looks toward the moth but assumes that what it se 
is simply more bark and so misses his prey. The point of his example ' 
that an iconic sign is an interpretive relation between a subject and a 
object in which the subject, by seeing only likeness, often fails to ma 
proper distinctions. Iconic interpretation is equivalent to guesswork an 
as a means of knowing the world, suffers from referential incompetenc 
(Deacon, 199771-79). 

Like icons, indices exist only as stimuli to be received and interpreted 
(Deacon, 1997:87). Weather signs, seasonal signs, animal tracks, physic 
symptoms, etc., are natural indexical signs interpreted as pointing towar 
a prior cause or a subsequent effect and are thereby temporally displace 
from their meanings. Other unintentional indices are spatially displace 
e.g., the smoke from a fire or the sound that reaches our ears from a 
animal scurrying in the underbrush. As Deacon sees it, the advantage ,J, 
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Lndexical over iconic awareness is that it requires the observer to consider 
the spatial and causal relation of an object to its surroundings, rather than 
simply identifying it by its appearance. 

Again, Deacon does not consider iconic and indexical signs as inten
tional signs that persons may use to communicate thoughts to others. 
This is neither an inadvertent omission nor, strictly speaking, a mis
reading of Peircean semiotics. In his famous definition of a sign, Peirce 
also omits mention of a sign-sender: "A sign _ .. is something which 
stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity" (1931:135). 
Deacon's use of Peirce is tactical and in itself well reasoned. I found it 
odd, though, that in a study of the evolution of language he was so quick 
to dismiss the possibility that iconic and indexical signs may have been 
precursors of symbolic signs. He is quite definite: the symbolic signs that 
make language possible are totally without precedent. There is a "lack of 
homology between language and nonhuman forms of communication. 
It is tempting to try to conceive oflanguage as an interpolated extreme of 
something that other species produce, such as calls, grunts, gestures, 
or social grooming" (1997034). Deacon is not in the least bit tempted to do 
so, even though those "other species" would have to include Homo erec
tus and its related species. Even Bickerton, who after all was no gradual
ist, assumed that gestures and vocal imitation preceded the so-called Big 
Bang, the genetic event that launched our own loquacious kind. 

Could that first species of the human genus, Homo habilis (ca. 
2.5 mya), have used a communicative code, some form of pre-language? 
We can be fairly certain that, at the onset of Donald's mimetic stage, hu
mans began to transmit skills and behaviors, storing reusable routines 
in procedural memory. But what mediated this transmission? The ability 
to break a stone to make it a sharp tool could first have been learned by 
watching another do this, then by being directly instructed as to how the 
stone is chipped. But suppose, at some point in time, one person faces 
another and, using his two fists, pantomimes a particular technique of 
knapping, meaning: "Let's go out and make a blade we can use to scrape 
bark." Now there is more than the two-part learning experience of an 
observer imitating an action. Now there is an addresser communicating a 
sign to an addressee. 

This last mimetic breakthrough, according to Jordan Zlatev, marked 
a transition from a simple transfer of information to a transfer in which 
"the subject intends the act to stand for some action, object or event for 
an addressee (and for the addressee to recognize this intention)" (2008:138). 
There is a three-stage progression: first, the ability to see and then do; 
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then, the ability to learn from hands-on instruction; and finally, the abi 
to perform an act intended to signify to an addressee some other ~
object, or event. The latter semiotic act, which could easily form the b/ 
of a gestural communicative code, is precisely what Deacon chose to ign · 
(ibid., 138; Frith, 2008). - -

Intentional visual signs must have been as important for the ey 
lion of genus Homo as were symbolic auditory signs for subspecies.H 
sapiens sapiens. Of course, many nonhuman animals can send ·and rec ' 
intentional signs, and not just in the visual modality. They can eng 
in multimodal, ritualized displays (aggressive and Judie), leave theirs 
to mark their territory, and produce location and alarm calls, all intend~ 
communicate their default intention, which is, whatever the situati 
to directly manipulate the behavior of others. Humans do this also, 
in addition, humans (and only humans) have learned to manipulate 
another's behavior indirectly by sharing knowledge with them (F 
2008). This form of communication, which seems so natural to us 
alien to all other species. The thought that a conspecific might be in' 
ested in finding out this or that piece of information would never occu 
a parrot, a dolphin, a horse, a bear, a dog, or even a bonobo. We huni 
not only have theory of mind and practice mind reading, but we have 
devised a special way to assure ourselves that we can indeed read an 
er's mind: we insert something into that mind via an intentional sig11 

One way to perform that insertion is to point to something. q 
humans use their arms, hands, and index finger to select an object 'i 
the intention of showing it to others.8 This indexical act was undo·
edly the ur-gesture that accompanied our early hominid ancestors wh 
having descended from the trees, they stood looking over the high gra/ 
the savannas, and began their journey across the vast surface of the gl 
Long before iconic gesture, indexical pointing could have been a wa 
indicating "here," "there," and "yonder"; "forward" and "back"; "this·" 
"that"; and "I," "you," and "other."9 .. ·. ,. 

As a gesture, pointing is motorically sent, visually received, am:(' 
tended to prompt the receiver to perform a particular visual action. Si
the hominid visual system that early humans inherited was subs 
tially the same as ours, and since pointing would activate that systeni., 
can make several valid inferences concerning what visual signs c/, 
have been transmitted by this usually manual means. Human eyes, t_ 
irises framed with white scleras, would have also augmented ma 
pointing, especially when addresser and addressee were close eno ,. 
When the addresser's gaze was aligned with his or her arm, the addresI 
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would be emphatically enjoined to look carefully. When the addresser's 
es were not aligned with the arm and hand, they might be fixed on the 

e~es of the addressee until those latter seemed aimed in the pointed di
;:ction. This would also be the case when the addresser (or "origo") used 
the hand, often the extended thumb, to point backwards. 

Besides specifying the direction of vision, pointing can also specify 
what that visual action should be-e.g., whether the addressee should 
examine a narrow visual field, a broad field, or a randomly scanned field. 
Narrow pointing involves the extended index finger and specifies a nar
row sector of the visual array. Broad field pointing uses the extended 
arm. This targeted field may be further enlarged by spreading the fin
gers and moving the hand in a continuous arc from one border of the 
selected field to its opposite border. Narrow and broad field pointing 
prompt central (foveal) and peripheral vision, respectively. An extended 
arm and a rapid movement of the hand and fingers over a broad targeted 
area would invite the addressee to perform a set ofrandom saccades and 
fixations over that entire area. 

Ever since hominids became bipedal, they would have communi
cated through such indexical signs, especially hand and arm pointing. 
This silent means of communication would have been especially useful 
in navigating unfamiliar and dangerous territory and in coordinating 
hunting. While we language users would regard their gestural repertoire 
as impoverished, it had to have served their purposes. Moreover, the ges
tures they used were probably more numerous and more specific than 
those I just described, e.g., hand gestures to indicate locations over-and
down, under-and-up, left-and-around, right-and-around, and so forth. 

As intentional indices anchored in the present, these pointing ges
tures would have served as prelinguistic demonstratives. But where were 
the prelinguistic nouns and verbs? These, also anchored in the perceptual 
present, would have to be the perceived objects at rest or in motion that 
the pointing selected-the bounding hare, the nesting bird, the mist ris
ing slowly from the valley. The prelinguistic earth was a world teeming 
With visible nouns and verbs. Early humans would thus have had all the 
indexical means necessary to share attention and coordinate responses 
to the details of this world. 

Most of these gestural signs, being fitted to human physiology as it 
had evolved would be universal within and across the various then-extant 
human sp:cies. Many others would be culturally transmitted within 
given communities and, being traditional, would tend to become conven
tionalized. Today, every culture has a set of indexical gestures, termed 
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"emblems," some that it shares with other cultures, some that are uniqu 
its own. Emblems such as the hitchhiker's sidewise extended thumb, t 
approver's raised thumb, the rejecter's down-turned thumb, the ind 
and-thumb circle (short for "okay"), and the spread index and mi 
finger ("V," short for "victory") may be widely shared, but they are qy;' 
means universal. Possessing language, we do not have to rely on emble:' 
to communicate, but prelinguistic humans may have maintained q ', 
an extensive system of them in order to respond promptly to emerg' 
circumstances. 

What indexical gestures could not communicate, however, was in 
mation concerning objects and events that were temporally and spati 
absent, e.g., the finding of a hive of honey last year, a reminder of the pl 
trees that grow on the other side of the mountain, or the promise to sh{ 
quantity of meat from next month's hunt. For this our speechless ances ·· 
would need iconic gestures, manual gestures that traced the visual app ' 
ance or movement of some object, in order to evoke its image in them: 
of an addressee. As I noted earlier, this kind of mental image is a se 
features that form a simple prototype of an object. We call up that im 
when we encounter such an object in a visual array, but we can also 1/S 
to think about it in its absence. This significant adaptation, when it m 
aged to link together multiple images in complex interactive scena 
evolved into that powerful cognitive skill we refer to as "imaginaf 
Once gestural icons were invented, probably at the peak of the mi 
stage (ca. 1.8mya) with the appearance of Homo erectus, humans could 
the first time invite one another to cross over with them into the realnit 
conceptual thought, a venture that could launch them together into 
past, into the present elsewhere, or into the future-travels in time 
space that, until then, no animal had ever undertaken. 

Once iconic gesture came into general use in a given community,;!, 
forms would have been shaped by two opposed necessities: on the 'o , 
hand, signs needed to be clear; on the other hand, they often needecf 
be rapidly transmitted. To serve the latter purpose, they would have to 
abbreviated, but when doing so omitted significant distinctions, a pate_ 
tially life-threatening uncertainty might result. Syntactical elemef\ 
would have helped, but syntax evidently did not evolve until Homo sii 
ens sapiens appeared. So, when prelinguistic humans needed to com!U
nicate about objects and events not immediately perceivable and had ort 
iconic signs to rely on, they were faced with a dilemma. As factors ini, 
formation transfer, speed and clarity constitute a duality that may· 
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aligned with parallel and serial processing, respectively, but an iconic 
sign cannot integrate both factors using a dyadic pattern. In other words, 
iconic gestures were capable of speed and clarity, but not both at the same 
time. 

A possible solution to that problem might have been to use two styles 
of iconic signing. In situations in which speed was not needed (e.g., gos
sip and storytelling), signs would be fully shaped, augmented by panto
mime and appropriate vocalizations. In urgent circumstances, provided 
these events were framed within clarifying contexts (e.g., a hunt or prepa
rations for a winter shelter), signs could be delivered rapidly in conven
tionalized abbreviations. What I am suggesting here is that, before lan
guage emerged, iconic gesture could have been communicated both in 
"long form" and in "short form."10 

Iconic gestures, in their capacity to represent absent objects, marked 
an advance beyond purely indexical gestures, but as a communicative 
medium they would be inherently problematic. Despite their limitations, 
however, iconic signs would have prepared humans to take the next step
to symbolic signs in the format, first, of a vocal protolanguage and then 
of a full language such as all living humans have inherited. For, like the 
indexical emblem, the abbreviated "short form" icon could also have be
come conventionalized to such an extent that it could function as a visual 
symbol and, rather than conveying the message "This resembles that," it 
would simply convey: "I mean that." 

Hearing Voices 

Before returning to our deep human past and exploring how and when 
voice became our preeminent means of mindsharing, I want to review 
some of what neuroscience now knows about the human voice-how it 
is produced and perceived and how vocal language is decoded by the 
brain. While we may never know exactly how and when we shifted from 
gesture-dependent communication to vocal speech, we can safely assume 
that we share most, though not all, of our own brain's sensorimotor cir
cuitry with those ancestors of ours who underwent this semiotic transi
tion. With that in mind, I will begin with some simple observations. 

When contrasting gesture and voice, we need to consider not only 
the different way each is produced but also the different way each seems 
to be received. A visual object seems very much "out there," whereas a 
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sound is a perturbation of the surrounding air that, when received, 
ates an effect that seems localized within our skull. The visual brain c 
usually locate a visible object with pinpoint accuracy, but the audit(i 
brain can determine only the approximate source of a sound, and this 
comparing the relative amplitude entering the right and left ears. 

Other receptive differences demonstrate how these two independe 
perceptual systems complement one another. The fact that the eyes \i.a/ 
lids that can shut off visual input allows us to sleep. While the visual sy 
tem, turned inward, occupies the sleeping brain with soundless dtea 
scenarios, the unshut ears-and the ever-vigilant auditory system monit 
the environing soundscape and, trained to discriminate danger c 
from background noise, will wake the sleeping brain and its visual syste 
only when particular sounds enter the ears. Urban apartment dwellers,fi 
example, sleep peacefully through the wailing of police and ambulart 
sirens but wake up suddenly at a mere rustle at the door or on the fif 
escape outside their window. 

The independence of hearing and vision also permits the wakiij 
brain to parallel-process bimodal information, e.g., to interpret a perso 
vocal tone while watching the expressive movements of his face, hanJ 
and lower body. As in every multitasking action, however, our attention 
not equally distributed: we choose information channeled through _o 
one of these sensory modalities for focal attention, while absorbingj 
formation provided by the other modality using subsidiary attention. 
another instance of dyadic patterning. If, for example, the person befo 
us seems to be nervously concealing something in his clothing, we w· 
focus our attention on his hands and posture while monitoring any vo.c 
sounds he makes for supplementary information, or, if we are conversi · 
with someone, we may focus on her words while peripherally processi · 
her body language, both intentional and unintentional. 

Though gesture and voice, in reception, are processed by separa.' 
sensory systems, in production they are both motor actions. As U]r 
Neisser phrased it, "[T]o speak is to make finely controlled movemen .. 
in parts of your body, with the result that information about these mo(" 
ments is broadcast to the environment. For this reason the moveme · 
of speech are sometimes called articulatory gestures. A person who pe 
ceives speech, then, is picking up information about a certain class 
real, physical, tangible ... events" (1976:156). While equally motoric· 
kind, the two differ in scale. Articulatory gestures operate at a speed a 
energy efficiency far greater than those of manual gestures. These t( 
muscular movements are for the most part concealed within the mou ·. 
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where they recruit some of the mechanisms proper to the digestive sys
tem, but they are powered by voice-producing muscles in the chest and 
throat, recruited from the respiratory system (figure 5.1). 

Speech, therefore, requires a precise coordination of vocal, as well as 
articulatory, muscles. Voice, which is necessary to make articulation au
dible, is produced during the exhalation phase of the breathing cycle 
When the column of air expelled by the lungs is first partially obstructed 
in the larynx by the vocal folds, or chords. Articulation occurs when the 
tongue shapes the oral cavity and directs the outflow of air past the teeth 
and lips. Long before speech evolved, primates had developed vocal 
strength and a degree of control through an exaptation11 of the respira
tory system. Vocalization (phonation) borrows the laryngeal valve, which 
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(together with the epiglottal flap) serves to block food and liquids f 
entering the lungs, and converts this valve into a set of taut, vibrat 
folds capable of producing variations in pitch. Speech also req1{ 

articulation-the ability to produce distinctive phonemes out of w!i' 
distinctive words are formed. For this an exaptation of oral anatomy 
necessary: the column of carbon dioxide expelled from the lungs, ha 
risen upward through the larynx, passes into the pharym,, the upper,:'· 
duit shared by the respiratory and digestive systems, where it is.tuf 
from its normal exit through the nose and diverted to the mouth. 
the teeth and tongue, organs evolved to chew and swallow food, pto · 
this now tone-laden column of air in reverse, adding phonemic featur" 
it just before breathing forth this air as intelligible speech." Even f 
this brief overview of the physiology of speech it should be apparent 
fine-tuning this process was quite an achievement in multitasking. s{ 
the sound-making aspects of speech, in addition to its meaning-maf 
aspects, are important in the performance of verbal artifacts, I will re( 
to this topic in chapter 7. 

Our perceptions of gestures and speech sounds have also a com 
basis in the brain's motor cortex. Long before the discovery of mirror if 
rans, it was well understood that, just as the muscles of our arms and]' 
flex and relax as we watch dancers and athletes perform, the muscle 
our chest, throat, and tongue also do so when we hear speech-<'; 
when we read words (Sokolov, 1972; Cohen, 1986). The fact that, wheif 
hear speech, we concurrently innervate those muscles that we ourse 
would be using if we were saying those words has prompted some 
chologists to hypothesize that this inner mirroring of heard spee 
not simply our way of intently following another's words but is in fac 
principal way we have of decoding speech sounds and connecting t 
to form words. This is the "motor theory of speech perception," first 
posed by Alvin Liberman in the 1950s. The major problem he addres 
was this: our auditory system cannot detect the phonemes that fd. 
words unless each is distinctly uttered in an acoustic series, but the s~ 
rate organs of speech often operate in parallel, thereby producing o: 
lapping, co-articulated phonemes. Hearers of this acoustic stream\. 
disentangle such phonemes only by mirroring the motor process · · 
which these sounds are articulated (Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; G:ll 
tucci et al., 2006). . 

Though the discovery of mirror neurons promised to give JA 
man's theory a new lease on life, the unconvinced continued to eJ<jl!, 
the capacity of the brain to process purely acoustic signals. In the 
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90s a number of brain scientists, inspired by the findings of vision 
:searchers, began turning their attention to the functional anatomy of 
hearing. Early research established that a ventral and a dorsal pathway 
roceeded from the auditory center (A1) of each hemisphere and con

~eyed information to the frontal cortex, where it was analyzed and appro
priate responses were initiated. What was not yet determined was how 
that information was encoded and transmitted. By the end of the 1990s 
researchers were uncovering striking evidence that the functional anat
omy of the auditory system, like that of the visual system, separately pro
cesses the "what" and the "where" (and "how") of the stimulus source 
(Rauschecker, 1998; Romanski et al., 1999). The ventral pathway, it was 
found, differentiates speech from environmental sounds, while the dor
sal pathway calculates the spatial location of the sound source and its mo
tion relative to the hearer. As with the visual system, the auditory paths 
each convey different information and do so in parallel one to the other, 
with some cross talk along their separate routes (Kaas and Hackett, 1999). 
Moreover, this double-routed system favored, as predicted, the left hemi
sphere for processing precise discriminations (Parker et al., 2005). 

Just as Milner and Goodale (1995) had revised Ungerleider and 
Mishkin's (1982) visual model, finding that the dorsal path, or stream, 
processed not only the "where" of objects but, more importantly, the 
"how" of dealing with them through physical movement, Pascal Belin 
and Robert Zatorre proposed a revised model for the auditory dorsal path: 
"Anatomical segregation in dorsal and ventral auditory pathways reflects 
two different modes of auditory processing, analogous to those of the vi
sual pathways. Applied to speech perception, our model suggests that the 
dorsal pathway extracts the verbal message contained in a spoken sen
tence, while the ventral pathway is responsible for identifying the speaker" 
(2000:965). This revised model implies that, like its visual counterpart, 
the auditory dorsal pathway has a greater access to working memory and 
can process larger chunks of information, i.e., multiple phonemes as they 
forru phrases and sentences. "Similarly," they continued, "the dorsal 
pathway processes the melody of an instrumental piece, while the ventral 
Pathway recognizes the instrument by its timbre" (966). 

These findings hold important implications for the poetics of oral 
Performance. This dorsal pathway appears to be the brain's means of 
actively following serial auditory events. Hearing a story is therefore 
analogous to moving through objects in a spatial field, but now, instead 
of a landscape, we are moving through a soundscape and, instead of an 
Optic flow, we are processing an acoustic flow. The analogous function of 

i I 
1I 
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these two dorsal pathways, the visual and the auditory, finds express! 
in a number of common idioms: "Let's explore this topic," "where is.I 
leading," 'Tm following the story," "I see where you're going now,,,·: 
grasp what you're getting at." In subsequent chapters I will examine t 
Greek term for narration, diegesis, and the metaphorical significance: 
its root meaning, "leading through." 

The research of Greg Hickok and David Poeppel (2004) sug-gesti 
another interpretation of how the auditory pathways ·process spe 
Finding Milner and Goodale's model even more closely applicable 
speech perception, they report that the "ventral stream ... is involve · 
mapping sound onto meaning," while the "dorsal stream is involved, 
mapping sounds onto articulatory-based representations" (200+67): Li 
its visual counterpart, the auditory ventral stream would then be abli 
access semantic memory-now "semantic" in the specifically linguis· 
sense of the word. The dorsal stream, like its visual counterpart, would. 
connected with motor areas-in this case, areas that control the organs 
speech production. The perception of speech would therefore involve tf 
parallel-operated processors: one that identifies the source and analyt" 
the meanings of speech sounds (the "what"), and the other that mo:· 
tors the articulatory gestures that produce them (the "how"). If Hie•·· 
and Poeppel prove correct and these two pathways are in these w · 
complementary, then the claims made by the advocates of the mo 
theory of speech perception and the more mainstream claims of th_ 
who hold that speech sounds are processed as purely acoustic pherto · 
ena may someday be reconciled. _ ... 

Much of what contemporary neuroscience has revealed concern{" 
voice and hearing and their working relationship with visual percepti; 
would also be applicable to prelinguistic humans. If, as many suppc)!l 
visual gestures provided early humans with the means to communic: 
their knowledge, wishes, and plans, we may suppose that vocal sou 
were also significant. An obvious example would be iconic sounds, s 
as animal imitations. But there were no doubt other uses. As involunt 
indices of mood and emotion, vocalizations such as laughter, sobbi 
groans, shrieks, growls, and sighs would, of course, be immediately int 
pretable alongside visual signs, such as intentional manual icons 
unintentional orofacial and postural indices. Like other spontaneous 
pressions, these vocalizations too could be ritualized and convention., 
ized (cf. forms oflaughter used to indicate embarrassment, scorn, frie1; 
liness, etc.). 
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Vocal signs could also be directly incorporated into gestural dis
course. One reason to do so would be to attract the attention of a set of 

5 
ectators. Just as raising one's hand is now a way to get others to listen 

t; one's voice, raising one's voice would have been a way to get others to 
look at one's hands. Then, during the unfolding of the gestural mes-

ge the sounds associated with particular affects could be modulated sa , 
as to pitch and amplitude and synchronized with the gestures. For ex-
ample, high and loud vocalization might be associated with urgency or 
rising passion; high and soft, with fear; low and loud, with threatemng 
demeanor; and low and soft, with gentleness or comfort. Gradually ris
ing or descending pitch might represent intensification or relaxation or 
an upward or downward movement in space. Finally, voice might have 
been used to "punctuate" gestural discourse. As David McNeill (1992) 
has observed, speakers regularly use certain downward manual chops, 
or "beats," to mark important words or transition points." Perhaps vocal 
"beats" were similarly used to emphasize particular handshapes and par
tition gestural sequences. 

What I am suggesting here is that if gestural communication was 
regularly accompanied by vocalization, we might call the latter "parages
ture" on analogy with those phenomena we call "paralanguage," specifi
cally those gestural signs that now accompany speech. In either case, 
while one of the two communicative channels would normally receive 
focal attention and the other would receive subsidiary attention, both 
would be processed in parallel and their information correlated as an 
audiovisual dyad.14 

As I proposed earlier, the need to communicate quickly, accurately, 
and in all circumstances must have applied continuous pressure on hu
mans to find the means to do so. While indexical gesture had been an 
early means of pointing others' eyes toward objects in the immediate 
here-and-now, iconic gestures, either fully signed or condensed into em
blems, could have been used to point others' minds to objects beyond the 
here and now. But this iconic code would have had its inherent limita
tions: it could not be used when the hands were occupied with tool mak
ing or tool use, or with gathering or transporting objects. Furthermore, 
since it depended on sharp visual perception, it could not be used in dim 
light or darkness, in dense foliage, by persons not facing one another, or 
over broad distances. Despite such limitations, however, gesture must 
have proven superior to voice as a medium of communication for well 
0ver a million years. Though voice was useful as an index of mood and 
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emotion, as an iconic medium for object information, it was limited, 
representing things that made sounds, e.g., birds, beasts, thunder, 
wind. 

These were some of the factors that inhibited pre-sapient com 
nication, but equally important to consider were the interim soluti · 
that may have been adopted. The development of abbreviated form' 
iconic gesture would have introduced conventionalized- (arbitrary, s 
bolic) elements into what remained a basically iconic code. This m'" 
have entailed the use of "determiners," simple gestures attached tO' 
pictures that might designate pronominal persons, tenses, and the l' 
and may also have recruited conventionalized (nonindexical, nonico 
vocal sounds for the same purpose (Arbib, 2009b). 

Protolanguage, the Long Transition 

That old problem facing advocates of the gestural origin oflanguage 
been to account for the transition from gesture to voice. This beCO 
less of a problem when we recall that nonhuman higher primates re 
larly use gesture and voice to communicate their wishes and emoti9 
While human primates must have been at first better at transmitti 
information through gesture than through voice, at some point v: 
became the preferred vehicle. But what if this "point" was a transitfo 
period of over half a million years, say, from the appearance of Ht,' 
erectus to that of archaic Homo sapiens? And what if, during all this ti 
humans regularly communicated bimodally, only gradually shifting fr· 
a code that foregrounded gesture to one that foregrounded voice, the}': 
ter becoming the fully dominant vehicle only with Homo sapiens sap(~ 
(ca. 150,000-100,000 B.P.; McNeil! et al., 2010)? · I 

The hostile environment that confronted, first, bipedal hominj' 
and, later, tool-making humans amply supplied selective pressures" 
which they responded by fashioning further techniques. As I have 
posed, the collective need to respond quickly to emergencies favored 
invention of abbreviated gestural signs (emblems), a "short for 
semaphore system that sacrificed iconicity for speed. Over time th¢ 
would have become fully symbolic signs-conventional, arbitrary, a_ 
as Saussure termed them, unmotivated. What each of these emerge;i 
signs meant was what the group had already agreed it meant. When/ 
emergency arose, a leader might vocally convene the group to transmit, 
them a rapidly gestured series of visual symbols. But this whole pr°:fu,, 
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Jure could be further accelerated by assigning symbolic meanings to its 
vocal announcement, which would now combine two sign functions, the 
attention-grabbing alarm cry and a portion of the message that would nor
mally follow it. A gradual transition, such as this, from (1) predominantly 
iconic gesture to (2) predominantly symbolic gesture, then from predomi
nantly symbolic gesture to (3) predominantly symbolic vocalization would 
constitute a natural three-step progression that would mark the long tran
sition of protolanguage, a process through which the language-ready brain 
was organized. The formulaic theory, as proposed by Alison Wray and 
subsequently supported by Steven Mithen (2006) and Michael Arbib 
(20096), seems to me to fill the gap between a gestural code and full lan
guage far better than Bickerton's theory of a grammarless pidgin (Wray, 
1998'47-49). 

But what of gossip, the social information activity that Dunbar named 
as the replacement for primate grooming? To engage in this form of 
alliance building one would have to go beyond the list of generic greet
ings, requests, and commands. One would have to cite specific persons, 
to "name names," and mention specific objects, e.g., things that X took 
from Y or refused to give to Z (Wray, 1998:50). In short, one would have to 
be able to utter single words-proper and common nouns. The function 
of common nouns could still have been supplied by iconic gestures, a 
communication skill that, until full language appeared, would have been 
available for exchanging object information. But a proper noun, in the 
form of a separate manual icon reserved to designate an absent person, 
one of perhaps over a hundred members of the community, would seem 
awkward to archive, whereas a vocal label would be relatively easy. 

Would gossip as a mechanism of social regulation have to wait until 
fully language-capable Homo sapiens sapiens evolved? My guess is that, if 
premodern humans could indeed communicate through a holistic vocal 
code during that span of perhaps a million years, they could also find a 
vocal way to refer to absent persons and talk about them behind their 
backs. After all, a proper noun, in this case a personal name, is a unique 
item of social information and, as such, would no more require a sup
porting syntax than would a pointing finger. It seems likely, therefore, 
tbat separate vocalizations of personal names would have been increas
ingly used to supplement a holistic, formulaic code during the million 
Years when Homo erectus was the dominant human species.15 

The timeline/flow diagram of figure 5.2 is divided vertically into 
Visual kinesic signs and auditory vocal signs. To the left (visual) and 
right (auditory) extremes lie unintentional indices, clues that humans 
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Figure 5.2 The evolution of semiotic skills from gesture to speech 
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spontaneously reveal about their thoughts and emotions. In the middle 
section lie intentional signs, visual and auditory information that they 
deliberately communicate to others. As the diagram indicates, human 
communication has always been a variously proportioned hybrid of seen 
gestures and heard vocalizations. Since they are produced and perceived 
independently from one another, gesture and voice can operate in parallel, 
each complementing the other. As we have seen, when separate comple
rnentary functions operate together, they conform to the dyadic pattern, 
one requiring narrow focal attention, the other, broad awareness, one 
centralized as figure, the other peripheralized as ground. 

Assuming that gesture was the earliest medium of human commu
nication, it would have been complemented by what I have termed vocal 
"paragesture." By enclosing them in the same shade of gray I mean to 
suggest that gesture and vocal paragesture were integrated in a bimodal 
communicative code, one in which gesture received focal attention, while 
its vocal accompaniment received subsidiary attention. At first these 
sounds must have resembled the barks and hoots of latter-day chimps 
and bonobos. Only gradually did the human voice attain the articulatory 
control necessary, first, to mimic environmental sounds, such as animal 
and bird calls ("iconic vocalizations"), and later, to utter a range of pho
nemes that could be serially linked and conventionally assigned particu
lar meanings ("symbolic sounds" and "full language"). The transition 
from a predominantly gestural code to a predominantly vocal one was, as 
the diagram indicates, a slow process, and, during the long heyday of 
H. erectus and related species, gesture and voice would have shared the 
tasks of communication. But, for reasons that I summarized in the last 
section, the vocal medium proved more successful and, as a basis for 
symbolic signs, came to translate the human umwelt into a virtual uni
verse of discourse. 

When full language emerged (ca. 150,000-100,000 B.P.), it came to 
dominate human communication, but it did not wholly eliminate the 
older semiotic media. The oldest of these, the unintentional vocal indices, 
it converted into a vocal paralanguage of controlled, intentional, prosodic 
features. The next oldest communicative medium-indexical, iconic, and 
symbolic gestures-it converted into a kinesic paralanguage mainly of 
hand and arm movements dedicated to emphasizing and punctuating 
verbal discourse. Emblem (i.e., symbolic gesture), the last surviving ele
ment of the once-dominant gestural code, was an element that language 
did not integrate into its own symbolic sign system. Instead, emblem re
mained as a potential medium for ad hoc gestural communication among 
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persons lacking a common language and, by assimilating lexical a 
syntactic features, has provided the basis for fully developed signed 1 
guages, which in some respects resemble the hypothetical model I pi 
posed earlier, the iconic "short form." /.\ 

This diagram also illustrates another point: those features of t ·.·. 
once-dominant modes of communication that became expressive ace<)' 
paniments to speech also became the identifying features of ora1 poe 
In my final chapter (chap. 7), I will propose, among other things, t •, 
prosodic structure and performance techniques are stylizations of vo 
and kinesic paralanguage and that formulaic diction is inherited fl' 
holistic protolanguage. As I suggested at the beginning of chapter 1, im 
inative writing, being a living link to our phylogenetic past, derives· 
special properties from its power to actualize those older, deeper cognit' 
levels that still remain within us. 

/Jt:', r , 

The cognitive approach to language accept$ the old :premise, 
old as Aristotle, that words and sentences are the e;~ressions ,L,rfinr,s 

conscious and unconscious, occurring within the mind. Rather than 
considering language an autonomous system with a complex external 
set of slots for human meaning, cognitive linguists view it as a means by 
which internal meaning is discovered, organized, stored, and shared. 
They have therefore sought ways to explore the workings of the brain/ 
mind that lie beneath language, which language seems designed to 
ref!ect-e.g., memory and its various systems, perception and its several 
modalities, and the figure-ground pattern used to organize experience 
(Fauconnier, 1999:96, 97). 

Borrowing a term from Erving Goffman, in his Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life (1959), Gilles Fauconnier called these various elements 
"backstage cognition." Having investigated the contents of this "back
stage" in the preceding chapters, I now come to a crucial turning point in 
this story, the advent of Donald's mythic stage when full language Oexi
con + syntax) emerges and profoundly alters the human mind, not so 
much by changing it, but rather by becoming its mirror wherein it can 
observe its own deeply established workings. The cognitive linguistic is
sues I will now raise reintroduce some of the cognitive evolutionary topics 
I have already examined, such as tool use, play, visual perception, and 
Pre-grammatical communication. These functions, having helped shape 
the language-ready brain, continue to operate below its surface and, as we 




